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We developed an anatomical mapping technique to detect hippocam-

pal and ventricular changes in Alzheimer disease (AD). The resulting

maps are sensitive to longitudinal changes in brain structure as the

disease progresses. An anatomical surface modeling approach was

combined with surface-based statistics to visualize the region and rate

of atrophy in serial MRI scans and isolate where these changes link

with cognitive decline. Fifty-two high-resolution MRI scans were

acquired from 12 AD patients (age: 68.4 F 1.9 years) and 14 matched

controls (age: 71.4 F 0.9 years), each scanned twice (2.1 F 0.4 years

apart). 3D parametric mesh models of the hippocampus and temporal

horns were created in sequential scans and averaged across subjects to

identify systematic patterns of atrophy. As an index of radial atrophy,

3D distance fields were generated relating each anatomical surface

point to a medial curve threading down the medial axis of each

structure. Hippocampal atrophic rates and ventricular expansion were

assessed statistically using surface-based permutation testing and were

faster in AD than in controls. Using color-coded maps and video

sequences, these changes were visualized as they progressed anatom-

ically over time. Additional maps localized regions where atrophic

changes linked with cognitive decline. Temporal horn expansion maps

were more sensitive to AD progression than maps of hippocampal

atrophy, but both maps correlated with clinical deterioration. These

quantitative, dynamic visualizations of hippocampal atrophy and

ventricular expansion rates in aging and AD may provide a promising

measure to track AD progression in drug trials.
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Introduction

MRI has greatly advanced our power to map how Alzheimer

disease (AD) spreads in the living brain. Dynamic measures of AD
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progression are vital to quantify brain atrophy and visualize its

spatial profile. MRI measures of whole brain and hippocampal

atrophy are now used as outcome measures in therapeutic trials for

AD (DeCarli et al., 2000; Grundman et al., 2002). These measures

can be more consistent than currently employed mental state

examinations and clinical rating scales, allowing smaller sample

sizes to be used in drug trials (Jack et al., 2003). Especially useful

are techniques to evaluate subtle or diffuse effects of pharmaco-

logical interventions in slowing atrophy (Ashburner et al., 2003).

Better MRI analysis techniques may also detect AD earlier when

neuroprotective treatments are most effective. Regional brain

changes can also be related to the progression of cognitive

impairment or genetic risk factors (Growdon et al., 1998; O’Brien

et al., 2001).

Hippocampal volume measures are sensitive to early brain

change in dementia. They are readily derived from repeat

(longitudinal) 3D MRI scans to assess tissue loss rates. Yearly

rates of atrophy for medial temporal lobe structures correlate with

rates of cognitive decline (Fox et al., 1999). They also predict

time to disease onset in cognitively normal individuals (Jack et

al., 1999; Kaye et al., 1997; Smith and Jobst, 1996; Visser et al.,

1999). In AD patients, the earliest atrophy takes place in the

hippocampus and entorhinal cortex, where neurofibrillary tangle

(NFT) pathology begins (e.g., Convit et al., 2000; Du et al.,

2001, 2003; Gomez-Isla et al., 1996; Jobst et al., 1994). Here,

gross atrophy is detectable on MRI up to 5 years before the

disease is clinically expressed (Fox et al., 1999; Schott et al.,

2003). MRI-derived hippocampal volumes also correlate well

with neuronal loss and extent of neurofibrillary lesions observed

at autopsy (Bobinski et al., 2000; Smith, 2002). After disease

onset, a spreading sequence of neocortical atrophy ensues, which

mirrors the progressive spread of amyloid plaques and neurofi-

brillary tangles in the brain (NFT; Braak and Braak, 1997;

Thompson et al., 2003).

Maps of these medial temporal lobe changes, described in this

paper, provide several advantages. They visualize the spatial

profile of the disease and can map whether it is spreading

spatially and at what rate. Statistical mapping techniques can also

relate changes in specific brain systems to functional and cogni-

tive measures (Janke et al., 2001; Thompson et al., 2003). Maps
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offer additional anatomic localization if a disease process is

spatially selective or spreads over time (Thompson et al.,

2000a,b, 2001a,b,c).

Overview of paper

Here, we present a simple, practical approach to create maps

of hippocampal and ventricular change over time. The technique

is applicable to any disease or developmental process in which

these structures change, but here, it is applied to dementia.

Healthy elderly individuals and AD patients were evaluated with

MRI as their disease progressed. Maps of radial atrophy (MRA),

explained below, were developed to pinpoint the location and rate

of atrophy and visualize group differences in the spatial profile of

changes. These maps are related to ongoing work in the com-

puter vision field on ‘medial representations’ (M-reps; Styner and

Gerig, 2001) but are used here to isolate brain changes over time.

We also present the first animations of these dynamic brain

changes, revealing how dementia progresses (video sequences

are provided as Supplementary Data on the Internet, URL: http://

www.loni.ucla.edu/~thompson/AD_4D/HP/dynamic.html). We al-

so ensured that the maps were linked with functional changes by

identifying regions where atrophic rates were linked with cogni-

tive decline. The result is a visual index of how AD impacts the

hippocampus and ventricles over time. The study has two goals:

(1) to map 3D profiles of hippocampal and ventricular change

over time and compare them in AD and healthy elderly subjects

and (2) to map where these changes correlate with cognitive

decline. Although most MRI studies in dementia measure vol-

umes of brain structures, dynamic maps of the hippocampus and

temporal horns may be potential biomarkers of AD progression.

The maps better localize disease effects and may help identify

factors that speed up or slow down brain degeneration in clinical

trials or genetic studies of dementia.
Methods

Subjects

The subject cohort was exactly the same as in our recent

study that mapped changes in the cortex (Thompson et al.,

2003). Briefly, we used longitudinal MRI scanning (two scans:

baseline and follow-up) and cognitive testing to study a group

of AD subjects as their disease progressed. A second, demo-

graphically matched group of healthy elderly control subjects

was also imaged longitudinally (two scans) as they aged

normally. The 12 AD patients were scanned identically on

two occasions a year and a half apart [6 males/6 females;

mean age F SE at first scan: 68.4 F 1.9 years (standard

deviation, SD: 6.3 years.); at final scan: 69.8 F 2.0 years (SD:

6.6 years); mean interval between first and last scans: 1.5 F
0.3 years]. These patients were diagnosed with AD using DSM-

IV criteria (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Dis-

orders) and had a typical clinical presentation. They also

fulfilled NINCDS-ADRDA criteria for probable AD (McKhann

et al., 1984; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and

Stroke/Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association).

All patients were reassessed at 3- to 6-month intervals with a

full clinical evaluation, and their cognitive status was evaluated

using the Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE; Folstein et al.,
1975). During the study, their cognitive status declined rapidly

from an initial MMSE score of 17.7 F 1.9 SE (SD: 6.3) to

12.9 F 2.5 (SD: 8.3; mean change: 5.5 F 1.9 points; P <

0.00054, one-tailed t test; maximum score 30). This corresponds

approximately to a transition from moderate to severe AD. At

the same time, the group of 14 healthy elderly controls was

scanned twice [7 males/7 females; age at first scan: 71.4 F 0.9

years (SD: 3.2 years); at final scan: 74.0 F 0.9 years (SD: 3.2

years); mean interval between first and last scans: 2.6 F 0.3

years]. During the study, the control subjects’ cognitive status

was stable. Their MMSE was 29.5 F 0.3 (SD: 1.1) at both

baseline and follow-up, with no change. (All subsequent meas-

ures in the manuscript are reported as means F standard

errors.)

Exclusion criteria for the two groups included the presence of

white matter lesions (WMLs) on T2-weighted MRI scans, pre-

existing psychiatric illness or head injury, and history of sub-

stance abuse or depression as measured by the geriatric

depression scale (GDS; Yesavage, 1988). To set an objective

criterion for white matter lesions, subjects were excluded if any

white matter hyperintensity exceeded 3 mm in diameter on a

whole brain T2-weighted image. All subjects were right-handed,

and all gave informed consent before scanning.

MRI scanning

Patients and controls were scanned identically. Each subject

had two MRI images separated by more than a year. Images

were acquired on a 2-T Bruker Medspec S200 whole body

scanner at the Centre for Magnetic Resonance, University of

Queensland, Australia. A linearly polarized birdcage head coil

was used for signal reception. 3D T1-weighted images were

acquired with an inversion recovery segmented 3D gradient echo

sequence (known as MP-RAGE: Magnetization Prepared RApid

Gradient Echo) to resolve anatomy at high resolution. Acquisi-

tion parameters were TI/TR/TE of 850/1000/8.3 ms, flip angle

of 20j, 32 phase-encoding steps per segment, and a 23-cm field

of view (FOV). Images were acquired in an oblique plane

perpendicular to the long axis of the hippocampus (Jack et al.,

1998), with an acquisition matrix of 256 � 256 � 96 and zero-

filled to 2563.

Image processing and analysis

Serial images were processed as follows. Briefly, for each

scan, a radio frequency bias field correction algorithm eliminat-

ed intensity drifts due to scanner field inhomogeneity, using a

histogram spline sharpening method (N3; Sled et al., 1998).

Images were then normalized by transforming them to a

standard 3D stereotaxic space, in a two-step process that

retained information on brain change over time. First, each

initial T1-weighted scan was linearly aligned (registered) to a

standard brain imaging template (the International Consortium

for Brain Mapping nonlinear average brain template, ICBM152;

Evans et al., 1994) with automated image registration software

(Collins et al., 1994). To equalize image intensities across

subjects, registered scans were histogram-matched. Follow-up

scans were then rigidly aligned to the baseline scan from the

same subject (Collins et al., 1994). These mutually registered

scans for each patient were then linearly mapped into ICBM

space by combining the intrapatient transform with the previ-
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ously computed transform to stereotaxic space (Janke et al.,

2001). Fig. 1 shows the result of this alignment process, for a

typical patient.

Hippocampal modeling

The hippocampi were manually traced bilaterally by a single

individual blind to diagnosis, gender, demographics, scan order,

and hemisphere (data were randomly flipped in the midsagittal

plane to avoid bias). Anatomical segmentation was performed

using a standard neuroanatomical atlas of the hippocampus

(Duvernoy, 1988), according to previously described criteria,

whose inter- and intrarater errors have been established (Narr et

al., 2001, 2002a,b). Hippocampal models were delineated in

contiguous coronal brain sections (see Fig. 2a), following the

guidelines of Watson et al. (1992), Schuff et al. (1997), and the

detailed protocol of Pantel et al. (1998), including the hippocam-

pus proper, dentate gyrus, and subiculum. This process takes about

half an hour per scan. Anatomic landmarks were followed in all

three orthogonal viewing planes using interactive segmentation

software. Volumes obtained from these tracings were retained for

statistical analyses.

Anatomical surface averaging

Anatomical mesh modeling methods (Thompson et al.,

1996a,b) were then used to match equivalent hippocampal surface

points, obtained from manual tracings, across subjects and groups.

To match the digitized points representing the hippocampus

surface traces in each brain volume, the manually derived con-

tours were made spatially uniform by modeling them as a 3D

parametric surface mesh, as in prior work (see Figs. 2b, c;

Thompson et al., 1996a,b). That is, the spatial frequency of

digitized points making up the hippocampal surface traces was

equalized within and across brain slices. These procedures allow

measurements to be made at corresponding surface locations in

each subject that may then be compared statistically in 3D. The

matching procedures also allow the averaging of hippocampal

surface morphology across all individuals belonging to a group

and record the amount of variation between corresponding surface

points relative to the group averages. This process is illustrated in

Figs. 2d–f.

Mapping radial atrophy

The 3D parametric mesh models of each individual’s hippo-

campi were analyzed to estimate the regional specificity of

hippocampal volume loss in aging and Alzheimer disease and

localized changes over time. To assess patterns of regional

hippocampal atrophy, a ‘‘medial curve’’ was defined as the 3D

curve traced out by the centroid (center of mass) of the hippo-

campal boundary in each section (see Fig. 2g). This medial curve,

computed separately for each individual, threads down the center

of each individual’s hippocampus. The radial size of each

hippocampus at each boundary point was assessed by measuring

the radial distances from homologous hippocampal surface points

to the central core of the individual’s hippocampal surface model.

These distances can be thought of as a map of radial atrophy

(MRA), assigning numbers to each hippocampal boundary point,

which record how far it is from the medial curve of the

hippocampus (see Fig. 2h). Changes in these numbers over time
can therefore measure localized atrophy. Note that each subject

has a medial curve of unique length, curvature, and direction; all

of which also change over time. The reference curves in each

individual scan are distinct, and the distances of each hippocam-

pal surface point to its respective medial curve are represented on

the hippocampal surface, in the form of a map. Since all

hippocampal surfaces are represented using the same parametric

mesh structure, corresponding surface traces can be matched

across time and across subjects and averaged across a group,

together with their associated distance measures. Distance fields

indexing local expansions or contractions in hippocampal surface

morphology were compared statistically between groups and

across time, at equivalent hippocampal surface points in 3D

space.

Temporal horn mapping

Identical modeling steps were applied to the temporal horns of

the lateral ventricles (using delineation criteria as set out in Narr et

al., 2001). These were manually traced bilaterally and converted

into uniformly parameterized 3D surface meshes (Thompson et al.,

2000b). Central cores were derived, threading down the center of

the ventricular horns, and distance fields were computed indexing

local expansion of the ventricular boundary from the medial core

(as in Fig. 2). These surface-to-core radial distance fields were then

averaged at corresponding surface locations across subjects (Fig.

2d) while retaining information on differences across individuals

and time for statistical analysis.

Statistical maps and permutation tests

Statistical maps were generated indicating local group differ-

ences in radial hippocampal distance and ventricular expansion

and changes in these local surface parameters over time. Local

changes were also assessed to see if they were linked with

declining cognitive performance (as measured by MMSE scores).

To do this, at each hippocampal and ventricular point, a multiple

regression was run to assess whether the change rate at that point

depended on the covariate of interest (e.g., test scores, rates of

cognitive decline). The P value describing the significance of this

linkage was plotted onto the surface at each point on the

hippocampus or ventricles using a color code to produce a

statistical map (see Figs. 3–5 for examples). These maps reveal

where changing cognition links with changing structure. Overall P

values were assigned to the maps using a permutation testing

approach that we and others have used extensively (see, e.g.,

Thompson et al., 2003). Permutation tests avoid making assump-

tions about the spatial covariance of the residuals (Nichols and

Holmes, 2002) and avoid complex parametric random field

corrections for data localized on surfaces (Thompson et al.,

2000b, discuss this issue). Briefly, permutation methods measure

the distribution of features in statistical maps (such as the area

with statistics above a predetermined threshold) that would be

observed by accident if the subjects were randomly assigned to

groups. This computed distribution is then used to compare the

features that occurred in the true experiment with those that

occurred by accident in the random groupings. A ratio is comput-

ed describing what fraction of the time an effect of similar or

greater magnitude to the real effect occurs in the random assign-

ments. This is the chance of the observed pattern occurring by

accident. This fraction provides an overall significance value, that
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Mapping temporal horn dilatation. The top row shows an average temporal horn model made for healthy controls at baseline (left) and at follow-up

(right; top row). The color shows a measure of local enlargement. Its value (in millimeters) is computed as the group average distance of each ventricular

surface model from its own medial core at that boundary location (see Fig. 2f for an illustration of this measure). Both the overall anatomical shape and the

value of this distance measure change over time (overall expansion rates for each structure are shown). The same maps in AD (second row) show greatly

enlarged and progressively expanding temporal horns. The bottom row shows a color-coded map of statistics that reveal the significance of the group difference

(AD vs. controls) at each time point. Most regions of the left temporal horn, and much of the right, show evidence for greater expansion in AD. Permutation

testing is used to assign an overall P value to the mapped effect (see main text), confirming its significance.
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is, a P value, for the whole map (corrected for multiple compar-

isons; Thompson et al., 2003).

Confidence intervals can be estimated for differences detected

by this mapping method as it uses permutation testing to assess the

probability of observing the overall significance map under the

null hypothesis. Alternatively, a very large number of permuta-

tions can be run (typically a million) to obtain an exact, corrected,
Fig. 1. Registration of images acquired longitudinally. Two 3D MRI scans acquired

baseline scan is aligned into standardized ICBM space (first column). The follow-u

using the same transform used to align the first scan to standard space (as in Janke e

the same 3D spatial coordinate in both aligned scans. It is located on the ventrol

patterns of atrophy are difficult to appreciate from the raw images and are easier

time (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Steps involved in 3D hippocampal surface modeling. The boundary of the h

into a 3D parametric surface (b) using anatomical surface modeling software (Thom

of discrete triangular tiles that are spatially uniform and can be averaged across sub

al., 1996; Narr et al., 2002). If models are averaged at baseline and follow-up [blue

mapped (f). However, this measure is affected by translational shifts or misregistrat

computations of degenerative effects over time. To avoid this, a medial curve is de

point is computed. These distance measures (h) are then averaged at each boundar

any confounding anatomical shifts that can occur over time (Thompson et al., 200
P value for the map, which is what we do in practice. The

approach we use is very similar to set-level inference in functional

imaging, in that we assess the proportion, or significant area A, of

the surface where group differences are detected at a primary

threshold of P < 0.05 (Thompson et al., 2003). This is one of

several possible measures of how significant the overall map is;

others include the peak significance value in the map or the size of
19 months apart are shown for a 74.5-year-old female patient with AD. The

p scan is rigidly aligned to the baseline scan and brought into standard space

t al., 2001, Thompson et al., 2003). The purple cross (last column) identifies

ateral surface of the hippocampal head. Change over time is subtle; spatial

to measure if the surface anatomy is explicitly modeled across subjects and

ippocampus is traced in consecutive coronal MRI sections (a) and converted

pson et al., 1996a,b). A close-up of this surface (c) shows that it is made up

jects (d) to produce an average anatomical model for a group (Thompson et

and red surfaces, (e)], the profile of 3D displacement between them can be

ions in anatomy. These can confound stereotaxic comparisons of groups and

rived for each subject’s hippocampus (g) and the distance to each boundary

y point to produce an intrinsic measure of hippocampal atrophy, invariant to

0a, and Styner and Gerig, 2001, also discuss this issue of shift invariance).
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Fig. 4. Mapping 3D hippocampal atrophy. The top row shows an average 3D hippocampal model made for healthy controls at baseline (left) and at follow-up

(right; top row). The color shows a measure of local atrophy. Its value (in millimeters) is computed as the group average distance of each hippocampus from its

own medial core at that location (see Fig. 2f for an illustration of this measure). Both the overall anatomical shape and the value of this distance measure change

over time (overall contraction rates for each structure are shown). The same maps in AD (second row) show atrophied and progressively shrinking hippocampi.

The bottom row shows a color-coded map of statistics that reveals the significance of the group difference (AD vs. controls) at each time point. Isolated regions of

the left hippocampal head show evidence for greater atrophy in AD. Permutation testing is used to assign an overall P value to the mapped effect (see main text).
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the largest significant cluster. In degenerative disease studies, we

prefer the significant area measure in favor of other common

measures of significance for maps, because we expect degenera-

tive disease to induce diffuse rather than focal effects on brain

structure, spread over large anatomical regions, and set-level

inference is generally more powerful for detecting distributed
effects. The correction for multiple comparisons uses the follow-

ing logic. Even under the null hypothesis, some points on the

surfaces being compared may show significant differences at the

uncorrected P < 0.05 level. We, therefore, tabulate the total area of

the surface with apparently significant effects in large numbers of

randomly permuted versions of the data that truly contain no

group effects (e.g., patients and controls can be scrambled equally

between groups to produce large numbers of random datasets). An

empirical reference distribution is then computed from the per-

muted data to determine how likely it is, P(A), to observe a

significant area A in a random simulation. This gives a corrected P

value, P(A), for the real, observed map. If only 1000 random

permutations were run, we would get a corrected P value that

would be slightly different if the experiment were repeated, due to

the randomness of the selected permutations. By running several

batches of 1000 permutations, we could compute a confidence
Fig. 5. Mapping links with cognition. These maps (top left) show regions

on the temporal horns where expansion is associated with worse

performance on the MMSE. The hippocampal maps (top right) show

regions where contraction is linked with worse MMSE performance. These

are cross-sectional comparisons based on baseline scans. Loss of tissue in

the left hippocampal head links with lower MMSE scores. The final map is

based on a composite measure of hippocampal atrophy divided by

ventricular expansion (see main text for details). The measure links more

strongly with worse MMSE performance (bottom left) than either of the

other maps assessed individually. These strong links with declining

cognition make these maps practically useful as measures of disease

progression.
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interval for the P value. In practice, however, we run a million

permutations, which is sufficient to get an exact P value. We

repeat the permutations to ensure that the P values are exact to the

number of decimal places that are reported.

Brain size correction

In this study, we mapped AD-related differences in hippocampal

and ventricular structure while also adjusting for effects of individ-

ual differences in brain size that may be associated with clinical or

demographic variables (e.g., sex or age). To do this, statistical maps

for hippocampal/ventricular surface-related measures were first

generated in stereotaxic space, which adjusts for differences in

baseline brain size. However, brain size corrections can increase or

decrease error variance for regions-of-interest comparisons (Matha-

lon et al., 1993). To allow for either possibility, we built the same

anatomical maps and performed the same comparisons in ‘‘native

scanner space’’ after rigid body rotations correcting only for head

tilt and alignment. This allowed us to see whether brain size

corrections made any differences in detecting the effects. (The

native space maps were almost identical to those created after brain

size adjustment in stereotaxic space, and none of the significant

results differed, so they are not reported further here).
Results

Overall dynamic changes

In AD, greatest dynamic change rates were found in the

inferior ventricular horns which expanded at a striking rate (Fig.

3; L: +18.1% +/� 3.8% per year; R: +12.8% +/� 4.7% per year),

significantly more rapidly than in controls (P < 0.0005). Annu-

alized expansion rates correlated with rates of cognitive decline, as

measured by MMSE scores (L: P < 0.017, R: P < 0.029); those

with faster ventricular expansion declined faster. Significant

ventricular expansion rates were found bilaterally even in controls

(L: +3.7% +/� 1.1% per year; R: +1.7% +/� 1.1% per year; P <

0.001, P < 0.01). Larger temporal horn volume at baseline was

also associated with a larger annualized percent change in tem-

poral horn volume (L: P < 0.03; R: P < 0.0001; this feature was

also noted by Jack et al., 2003). Hippocampal volume loss rates

were also faster in AD than in controls (L: �4.9% +/� 1.8% per

year vs. �3.8% +/� 1.6% per year, R: �8.2% +/� 2.6% per year

vs. �0.2% +/� 1.2% per year; P < 0.01). The measure of

structural change that linked most tightly with MMSE rate of

decline was a compound measure of ventricular gain rate (in

percent per year) plus hippocampal loss rate (in percent per year;

L: P < 0.0007, R: P < 0.016).

Longitudinal ventricular maps

3D ventricular maps also detected disease effects. Fig. 3

shows a group average ventricular model for controls at baseline

and at follow-up (top row) and the same maps for AD patients

(second row). The color code shows how far away the boundary

points are, on average, from the medial curves for each structure.

In other words, it shows the ‘‘average radial size’’ of the

structure. The progressive enlargement of the ventricles is highly

significant in AD (L: P < 0.0001; R: P < 0.007, for change over

time; permutation test). The progressive expansion over time is
more subtle in the controls but highly significant on the left [L:

P < 0.0012, R: P = 0.13, not significant (NS); permutation test].

Note the pronounced ventricular enlargement mapped in AD.

The significance of the local group differences in anatomy is also

shown (Fig. 3, bottom row). Two things are notable. First, the

significance maps pick out regions where there is evidence for

greater ventricular enlargement in AD than in controls. This

includes almost the entire left temporal horn and some of the

right temporal horn at baseline. Second, these effects intensify at

follow-up (Fig. 3, bottom row, right panel). The deficits’ pro-

gression is animated in the accompanying video sequences

(Video 1; see Supplementary Data, URL: http://www.loni.

ucla.edu/~thompson/AD_4D/HP/dynamic.html). Note that if sim-

ple volumes, rather than maps, are compared at baseline and

follow-up, temporal horn enlargements in AD are only just

significant or at trend level. For example, the left temporal horn

was 2.5 times larger in AD at baseline (1782.8 +/� 554.0 mm3

vs. 712.4 +/� 65.0 mm3 in controls; P < 0.049) and 3.0 times

larger at follow-up (2309.1 +/� 705.7 mm3 vs. 758.8 +/� 69.0

mm3 in controls; P < 0.026). However, the right temporal horn

was only 1.7 times—not significantly—larger at baseline

(1271.6 +/� 291.8 mm3 vs. 742.0 +/� 85.9 mm3 in controls;

P < 0.075, NS). It only became significantly larger at follow-up

(2.4 times larger; 1828.5 +/� 534.0 mm3 vs. 756.9 +/� 106.1

mm3 in controls; P < 0.046). The significance of the maps was

much higher (L: P < 0.002, R: P < 0.047 at baseline and L: P <

0.0009, R: P < 0.021 at follow-up). It is theoretically possible for

the map significance, established by permutation testing, to be

higher than the significance of the volume deficit, as they resolve

different features. Radial measures used in the maps can some-

what increase the signal to noise for detecting the disease effect,

as atrophy appears to be primarily radial.

Longitudinal hippocampal maps

At both baseline and follow-up, the left hippocampal head

showed severe deficits in AD (Fig. 4; bottom row; L: P < 0.023,

R: P > 0.1; permutation tests). The spatial pattern of left

hippocampal deficits was replicated at follow-up. Disease differ-

ences were detected in the left hippocampal head and regions of

the right hippocampal head, which were reduced in radial size in

AD relative to controls. This local reduction is clearly visible in

the animations as a bilateral ‘pinching’ or flattening of the

hippocampal head, presumably resulting from regional tissue loss.

Intriguingly, progressive hippocampal tissue loss was also

detected in healthy controls (see video sequences). This, together

with the slower atrophic rate for the left hippocampus in AD, may

partially account for why the region of significant deficits does

not broaden with AD progression, as local variance parameters

are also likely to change. In AD, the maps detected progressive

loss of tissue on the right (P < 0.002), but in agreement with the

volumetric findings (and a prior study by Laakso et al., 2000, see

Conclusion), progressive loss was not detected on the left (P >

0.1). Even in healthy controls, the maps detected progressive

tissue loss over time on the right (P < 0.026), and progressive

loss was close to significant on the left (P = 0.052), where the

variance was slightly higher.

Hippocampal atrophy may not be as specific a marker of AD

as ventricular expansion because of the change rates (3–5% per

year) observed in controls. Changes in the average models over

time are subtle, so we created animated maps to show where

 http:\\www.loni.ucla.edu\~thompson\AD_4D\HP\dynamic.html 
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progressive tissue loss occurs in aging and AD. These changes

can be seen in the accompanying animations (videos 2 and 3; see

Supplementary Data, URL: http://www.loni.ucla.edu/~thompson/

AD_4D/HP/dynamic.html). These reveal that the loss process in

AD is not spatially isotropic and visibly flattens the anterior

hippocampus.

Mapping cognitive linkages

Imaging markers of AD progression are only useful if they

actually link with cognitive decline (Black, 1999). Of all the

measures, the maps of ventricular radial distance linked most

powerfully with follow-up MMSE scores (L: P < 0.002, R: P <

0.007, permutation tests; see Fig. 5). Hippocampal atrophy was

linked with follow-up MMSE in the left hemisphere but only at

trend level on the right (this fits with the profile seen in the maps;
Fig. 6. Intrarater and interrater reliabilities. As noted in the main text, the agreemen

tracing the hippocampus in 10 subjects and (a) the same rater tracing them all ag

anatomical protocol. c and d show the same measures for repeated tracings of the te

Interrater and intrarater agreement can also be shown as a map of intraclass co

estimating heritability). The intraclass correlations for distances of the surface from

Average ICC values for each map are shown in yellow (r bar). This technique can

agree with each other and how strongly. Agreement is worst in regions where th
L: P < 0.0017, R: P < 0.078; permutation tests). At baseline, maps

of ventricular radial distance were linked with MMSE (L: P <

0.0035, R: P < 0.015, permutation tests). These effects were also

found at follow-up (L: P < 0.0031, R: P < 0.031, permutation

tests). With either 3D volumes or radial distance maps, ventric-

ular differences were more powerfully linked with disease and

cognition than hippocampal differences. Intriguingly, the most

powerful measure was a map of the ratio of the hippocampal

radial map to the ventricular radial map, averaged across

corresponding parametric surface locations. (This type of ratio

map is only approximate—as the ventricular horn and hippocam-

pal surfaces have differences in their overall curvature and shape;

nonetheless, each surface is represented by an identical grid

structure, so their surfaces can therefore be approximately

matched, and corresponding locations can be compared to gen-

erate ratios and averaged across subjects). Because the hippo-
t is shown here for hippocampal volumes determined by one image analyst

ain and (b) a different rater tracing them independently but using the same

mporal horn of the ventricles. Intraclass correlations (r) are high in all cases.

rrelations (ICCs; see also Thompson et al., 2001b, for ICC maps used in

the medial core are shown for the hippocampus (e) and temporal horn (f).

reveal anatomical regions in which human tracers (or automated methods)

e structure is only a few voxels thick.

 http:\\www.loni.ucla.edu\(thompson\AD_4D\HP\dynamic.html 
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campus shrinks—and the surrounding ventricles expand—as AD

progresses, a map of the ratio of the distance to each is a highly

sensitive index of dementia. Both this ratio map (at baseline and

follow-up) and its annualized rate of change linked strongly with

diagnosis and MMSE at follow-up (see Fig. 5; all Ps < 0.003).

Based on subtracting the first and second scores and the time

interval between them, annual rates of MMSE decline were also

estimated. These measures were not found to link significantly

with rates of hippocampal atrophy or temporal horn expansion or

any structural measure at either time-point.

Intrarater and interrater reliabilities

To better understand the reliability of measures based on

manual outlining, we computed the intrarater and interrater

reliability for the hippocampal and temporal horn measures (see

Fig. 6). We selected 10 brains at random from the study, including

5 patients and 5 controls (to avoid bias). Two raters traced the left

hippocampus and left temporal horn of the ventricles in all brains,

using the same anatomical protocol but working independently. In

a second experiment, the first rater traced all hippocampi and

temporal horns again after an interval of a week. As shown in Fig.

6, the intrarater reliabilities, expressed as intraclass correlation

coefficients, were very high for the hippocampus (r = 0.9997) and

temporal horn (r = 0.9996). Although slightly lower, the interrater

reliabilities for the hippocampus (r = 0.9805) and temporal horn

(r = 0.9995) were also high, comparable or slightly higher than

values reported in earlier studies. Volumes were, therefore, repro-

ducible when measured by different raters. The high correlation

may be due in part to the wide range of volumes seen in elderly

and demented subjects. The temporal horn is also easier to define

in elderly subjects as it contains more CSF, resulting in greater

image contrast.

We also found a way to visualize the inter- and intrarater

reliabilities in the form of a map (Fig. 6). Radial distances from

the medial core were computed from each rater’s tracings.

Distances were correlated across raters at corresponding surface

points to compute maps of intraclass correlation values (Figs. 6e,

f), To do this, we modified intraclass correlation mapping code

developed previously for twin studies of brain structure herita-

bility (Thompson et al., 2001b). For the hippocampus, the

average intraclass r value in the maps was 0.831 for the same

rater and 0.781 for different raters. For the temporal horn, it was

0.944 for the same rater, 0.933 for different raters. This also
Fig. 7. Loss rates for total cerebral volume and temporal lobe gray matter. Means

loss in Alzheimer disease patients and healthy controls, expressed as a percentage

faster in AD than controls; (b) there is no detectable decline, at this stage of AD, in

maps shown in Thompson et al. (2003) and reflects the fact that cortical atrophy
visualizes small regions where reliability is more difficult to

achieve. These differences are somewhat inevitable in narrow

regions of structures where differences of just one image voxel

represent a significant proportion of the structure radius.

Temporal lobe and whole brain atrophic rates

To provide context for these hippocampal and ventricular

changes, Fig. 7 shows the means and standard errors of loss rates

for total cerebral volume and total temporal lobe gray matter.

Although temporal lobe gray matter loss was not significant at

this stage of AD, total cerebral volumes were still declining more

rapidly in AD for both the left hemisphere (AD: 5.9% +/� 2.5%

per year, CTL: 1.0% +/� 0.2% per year; group difference: P <

0.023) and the right hemisphere (AD: 4.6% +/� 1.6% per year,

CTL: 0.8% +/� 0.2% per year; group difference: P < 0.0095;

Fig. 7).
Conclusion

In this study, we developed a surface-based anatomical mod-

eling method (maps of radial atrophy or MRA) to isolate dynamic

changes in the hippocampus and temporal horns in aging and

AD. Hippocampal volume reductions and ventricular expansions

progressed over time, with different patterns in aging and

dementia. Significant changes were even detected in healthy

controls. Brain maps identifying these regional abnormalities

reveal how they spread, dissociating disease-specific changes

from those that occur in healthy individuals. When animated,

these deficit maps provide a visual, quantitative measure of

disease progression.

Temporal horn expansion maps were a promising measure of

disease progression. They linked with AD and with rates of

cognitive decline. In addition, both baseline and subsequent

ventricular morphology were tightly linked with diagnosis and

with MMSE (see cognitive maps; Fig. 5). At both baseline and

follow-up, smaller hippocampi were also strongly associated with

AD and lower MMSE scores (radial maps, Figs. 4 and 5; see

Mega et al., 2000 for a review of related findings). This is

consistent with Riekkinen et al. (1995), who found that hippo-

campal integrity was linked to better response to drug treatment

in AD. Intriguingly, unlike ventricular gain rates, hippocampal

loss rates were not found to be linked with either baseline MMSE
and standard errors (error bars) are shown for the annualized rates of tissue

of the volume at baseline. (a) Total cerebral volume declines significantly

total temporal lobe gray matter. While surprising, b is confirmed by cortical

is primarily nontemporal at this moderate stage of AD.
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or MMSE rates of decline. This is unlikely to be due to

sensitivity issues, as the same thing was found, also unexpectedly,

in a recent volumetric study; Jack et al. (2003) studied 192 AD

patients with a 1-year MRI follow-up, as part of a clinical trial of

milameline, a muscarinic receptor agonist. They found, as we did,

that change in MMSE performance linked better with MRI

measures of change in temporal horn volumes than with changes

in hippocampal volumes. Hippocampal loss rates may vary

substantially over the course of the disease and may plateau (at

least in the left hemisphere, as observed here) during continued

cognitive decline, while the ventricles are still rapidly expanding.

Also, the MMSE includes only one memory item (recall of three

words) that is usually impaired in the early stages of AD, and the

other items of the MMSE are more related to cortical functions.

This, together with the fact that hippocampal volume loss is most

pronounced in the early stages of the disease, may explain the

lack of correlation between hippocampal loss rates and either

baseline MMSE or MMSE rates of decline.

MRI may also underestimate the degree of hippocampal

neuronal loss, because reactive gliosis attenuates atrophy (Schuff

et al., 1997). We found rapid right hippocampal change rates in

AD (�8.2% +/� 2.6% per year vs. �0.2% +/� 1.2% per year

in controls), despite the left hippocampus declining more slowly

and not significantly faster than in controls (�4.9% +/� 1.8%

per year in AD vs. �3.8% +/� 1.6% per year in controls). In a

volumetric 3-year follow-up study of 27 AD patients and

8 controls, Laakso et al. (2000) found significant hippocampal

change on the right (P < 0.03) but not on the left in AD (P =

0.16). Schott et al. (2003) also observed a trend for right faster

than left volume loss rates in the entorhinal cortex (L: �4.9%/

year, R: �8.9%/year; P = 0.1 for asymmetry) but not in the

hippocampus (L: �3.2%/year, R: �3.1%/year) in patients with

familial AD. The notion of faster right hemisphere progression is

consistent with our previous asymmetric cortical maps (Thomp-

son et al., 2003; see also Scahill et al., 2002). Our earlier study,

mapping cortical changes in the same cohort (Thompson et al.,

2003), indicated that the temporal lobe gray matter loss rates

had already plateaued at this mild to moderate stage of AD,

although progressive atrophy was still detected in the rest of the

cortex, and total cerebral volume was still declining more

rapidly in AD than in controls. This suggests that hippocampal

atrophy is still active at a stage of the disease when the region

of fastest cortical atrophy has moved outside of the temporal

lobes. In AD, there is some evidence that gray matter loss

spreads rapidly through the left hemisphere and then the right,

which appears to follow a similar degenerative pattern after a

time lag. By the time AD has reached a moderate stage, the left

hemisphere is already more severely affected but, on average,

experiences slower rates of gray matter loss than the right

hemisphere. This is consistent with the hippocampal results here

and those of Jack et al. (2003), in that the left hippocampal

change rate may have already slowed at this stage of AD,

making it a less useful biomarker of cognitive decline than it is

in early AD or mild cognitive impairment (MCI). Regardless of

whether hippocampal change rates are a good measure of

decline, ventricular maps, volumes, and change rates all continue

to link well with MMSE rate of decline even after hippocampal

loss rates have plateaued and remain a promising measure of

AD progression.

Progressive ventricular expansion reflects atrophy of the sur-

rounding lobar anatomy, which continues well into late AD (cf.
Thompson et al., 2003). Our measures of temporal horn expansion

were around five times faster for AD patients than for controls

(i.e., L: +18.1% +/� 3.8% per year, R: +12.8% +/� 4.7% per year

in AD; and L: +3.7% +/� 1.1% per year, R: +1.7% +/� 1.1% per

year in controls). Additional structural measures, such as rates of

corpus callosum atrophy, have been linked with cognitive decline

in moderate AD (Hampel et al., 2002; Teipel et al., 2003). These

measures may also reflect neocortical rather than allocortical

degeneration. Maps of these corpus callosum changes have not

yet been made, except in studies of brain growth (Thompson et al.,

2000a).

Computational anatomy methods are starting to be used in

many studies of dementia and disease progression (e.g., Ashburner

et al., 2003; Chan et al., 2001; Crum et al., 2001; Haller et al.,

1997; Janke et al., 2001; Smith, 2002). Measures that define the

region and rate of disease progression are important for three

reasons: early detection, mapping drug effects, and understanding

the neurobiology of the disease. The surface maps developed here

are applicable to each of these tasks.

Differences in surface mapping methods

Measurement of radial distances from the medial axis of a

structure (i.e., mapping radial expansion or atrophy) differs from

examining the displacement of surface points relative to a control

average, and each method is sensitive to different effects. By

examining the 3D displacement of surface points relative to a

healthy control average, we previously found that the corpus

callosum, cortex, and deep sulcal surfaces were displaced in

Alzheimer disease (Thompson et al., 1998). We also found that

the corpus callosum was displaced, relative to healthy controls, in

fetal alcohol syndrome (Sowell et al., 2001) and in schizophrenia

patients and their at-risk relatives (Narr et al., 2000, 2002a,b).

However, if radial distances of surface points are measured from

a medial axis, it is easier to identify changes that are intrinsic to a

structure (i.e., those which do not depend on its position) from

shifts of a structure relative to other structures. By measuring

boundary changes relative to the medial core of an object, any

detected changes are invariant to overall shifts or rotations of the

structure (this is also true of a related method, tensor-based

morphometry: Thompson et al., 2000a; Ashburner et al., 2003).

By contrast, if a structure is shifted relative to other structures in

stereotaxic space, this type of change will be better detected by

examining how surface points are displaced relative to a reference

surface, such as a control average surface. Measures using the

medial axis may be better suited to examining hippocampal

atrophy and temporal horn expansion, as they disregard any

differences in the position of the structure. If both approaches

are used in the same analysis, intrinsic changes, as well as

changes in the average coordinate positions of structures, can

be distinguished and analyzed separately (see Gerig et al., 2001,

for a discussion of this point).

Surface correspondences

The averaging of surface models across subjects depends on

the underlying method for computing correspondences between

points on surfaces in different subjects. This correspondence can

be defined in different ways, and in a recent paper (Pitiot et al.,

2003), we recently studied the impact of different parameteriza-

tion methods on the resulting correspondence fields and average
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structures. If surface features are not identifiable to constrain the

mappings of one surface to another, we induce a dense, regular,

parametric grid of uniformly spaced points on the structures,

using an iterative technique to equalize the point frequency along

each surface coordinate direction (Thompson et al., 1996a,b). If

surface features are available (e.g., sulcal landmarks in the

cortex), we include these as constraints in the mappings using

an approach based on covariant partial differential equations

(Thompson et al., 2000b), which guarantees that the landmarks

are matched exactly across subjects, when anatomies are com-

pared or averaged. In a related approach, we used a neural

network to learn the reparameterization function from instances

based on the Monge-Kantorovich shape measure (Pitiot et al.,

2003). Finally, maps that compute a ratio of temporal horn to

hippocampal radius are designed solely to emphasize the opposite

patterns of effects on adjacent surfaces, and there is no true

anatomical correspondence in that case. We are currently studying

the sensitivity of these anatomical surface measures to the choice

of algorithm for computing cross-subject point correspondences

(Wang et al., submitted for publication).

Related work

Csernansky et al. (2000) used a related hippocampal surface

modeling approach to map shape differences in dementia and

schizophrenia, as well as structural asymmetries. In the Csernan-

sky et al. (2000) and Wang et al. (2001) studies, hippocampal

surface models were represented using spherical harmonic func-

tions; statistics on their coefficients discriminated patients from

controls. Using hippocampal shape analysis and volume meas-

ures in a 2-year follow-up study, Wang et al. (2003) found that

hippocampal volume loss over time was significantly greater in

subjects with a clinical dementia rating (CDR) of 0.5 (L: �8.3%/

year, R: �10.2%/year) relative to controls (L: �4.0%/year, R:

�5.5%/year). They also found that CDR 0.5 subjects, in com-

parison to CDR 0 subjects, showed inward deformation over

38% of the hippocampal surface; after 2 years, this difference

grew to 47%. In our study, the average age of the subjects was

68, which was somewhat young, and may limit generalization of

the findings to older cohorts. Nonetheless, our maps of radial

atrophy and expansion provide statistical measures of disease

progression for both the hippocampus and the temporal horns

that are in agreement with findings by Wang et al. (2003). In

addition, we use surface-based random fields to map linkages

between atrophy and diagnosis and correlations with cognition.

Surface-based permutation tests are defined on the areas of

suprathreshold statistics in the resulting surface maps, allowing

inferences regarding deficits to be appropriately corrected for

multiple comparisons. Styner and Gerig (2001) also pioneered

the notion of mapping hippocampal shape in terms of the

distance from a medial curve to the surface boundary and have

applied it to localize shape differences in twins discordant for

schizophrenia. Our approach builds on this idea to map dynamic

changes in AD and healthy aging as they progress over time.

Our approach also animates the computational maps to create

video sequences of disease progression.

The maps presented here show that hippocampal tissue loss

and ventricular expansion are still active at a disease stage when

atrophy is spreading rapidly through the rest of the cortex

(Thompson et al., 2003). In a recent study of 362 patients with

probable AD (MMSE scores: 10–27), Jack et al. (2003) found
annualized percent changes in hippocampal volumes (�4.9%) and

temporal horn volumes (+16.1%) that were very similar to those

found here. Bradley et al. (2002) found a comparable rate of

change in the overall ventricle to brain ratio (i.e., 15.6% +/� 2.8%

per year in probable AD compared with 4.3% +/� 1.1% per year

in controls).

A metaanalysis of neuroimaging studies by Chetelat and

Baron (2003) suggested that hippocampal/ventricular measures

may outperform neocortical measures for detecting AD early and

for predicting its imminent onset in high-risk groups, such as

those with mild cognitive impairment (MCI; cf. De Santi et al.,

2001; Mungas et al., 2002). Given the rate and significance of the

changes mapped here, even in healthy controls, surface-based

maps may help monitor earlier changes in these brain regions and

detect signs of incipient disease when treatments are most

effective.
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